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Audientes launches the v2.0 power upgrade to its 
platform to increase fitting range and amplification, 
improve sound and add noise cancellation  

 
Audientes A/S today announces the release of the v2.0 upgrade to its Ven™ by Audientes and Companion by 
Audientes platform to now include increased fitting range and amplification, as well as improved sound and 
noise cancellation. The new software upgrade will be rolled out in end Q1, 2023.  
 
The significant upgrade to the software platform underpinning Audientes’ hearing aid, Ven and Audientes’ advanced 
hearable, Companion, will be rolled out in the end of this quarter, and means that Ven will extend its fitting range to 
address people with moderate-to-severe hearing loss.  Amplification and sound quality are improved in both products, 
as is the addition of noise cancellation.  
 
A power upgrade for our solutions 
“This truly is a power upgrade for our solutions that enables the improvements to Ven that our Indian partners and 
dealers have been asking for to address the type of clients and hearing loss they are dealing with daily.  I am very 
happy to begin rolling this out in the coming weeks to our extensive partner network here in India,” says Raman Rao 
Country Head India, Audientes A/S. 

What we have been waiting for 
Mr. Anjan Niyogi, Owner and General Manager, Sravani Hearing Aid Clinic, India comments: “This upgrade is what we 
have been waiting for. We see a reluctance here in India among people who suffer from hearing loss to take concrete 
steps to address it unless it becomes a severe impairment. While the first version of Ven is a good solution for people 
with mild-to-moderate hearing loss, I believe the v2.0 is robust enough to help the typical clients we have in-clinic 
daily, who tend to have a more serious degree of hearing loss.”   

 

The v2.0 version of the Audientes software platform will be rolled out in end Q1, 2023.  
 
 
For further information, please contact: 
 Mr. Steen Thygesen, CEO 
 Audientes A/S 
 Phone: +45 53 17 26 10 
 Email: st@audientes.com 
 

Mr. Raman PV Rao, Country Head 
Audientes India Pvt. Ltd. 
Phone: + 91 91770 49678 
Email: rr@audientes.com 
 

 

About Audientes A/S 
Audientes A/S is a Danish hearing health company specializing in smart, self-fitting and affordable hearing aids and 
advanced hearables. Audientes’ unique hearing aid solution, Ven™ by Audientes, is available for purchase in the Indian 
market, online and in retail, and will be introduced to the USA over-the-counter market and other markets in the coming 
years. Companion by Audientes is an advanced hearable consumer electronics product that is commercially available in 
Europe and later in 2023 in USA, Japan and other markets.  
 
Audientes’ mission is to make high-quality hearing aids and hearables for hearing improvement or hearing 
enhancement accessible to everyone who needs them globally. Audientes is listed on Spotlight Stock Market Denmark 
(AUDNTS) and headquartered in Copenhagen, Denmark with a subsidiary in Hyderabad, India. 
 
For additional information please refer to the company’s websites, www.audientes.com or www.audientes.in 
 
 


